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Abstract Due to the privacy concerns prevailing in today’s
computing environments, users are more likely to require
anonymity or at least pseudonyms; on the other hand, they
must be traceable or revokable in case of abuse. Meanwhile,
an authorization mechanism that controls access rights of
users to services or resources is frequently needed in var-
ious real-world applications but does not favor anonymity.
To cope with these problems, we explore an anonymous
authentication and authorization method that very efficiently
supports fine-grained authorization services without losing
strong but traceable anonymity. The efficiency of our method
comes from atomizing authorization within a group and
issuing multiple authorization values for a group member-
ship. The cryptographic basis of our method is the famous
short traceable signature scheme. Our method allows a user
to selectively disclose authorization according to need and
also provides revocation and update of authorization without
revoking membership or anonymity. To prevent users from
forging authorization, our method enables the users to prove
their authorizations while hiding the corresponding autho-
rization values from other users. We formally analyze secu-
rity and compare the related methods in terms of efficiency
and functionality. We show that our method is secure against
misidentification, anonymity-break and framing attacks and
is efficient within a reasonable bound while still providing
various functionalities such as fine-grained authorization and
authorization revocation, commonly required in many prac-
tical applications.
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1 Introduction

Recently, there have been an increasingly large number of
Internet transactions that are readily linkable to individual
identities. As privacy infringement problems are of major
concern, most users desire stronger privacy; they want to
be able to use the Internet without linking their activities to
each other and further to personally identifiable information,
which we call strong anonymity based on unlinkability. On
the other hand, malicious and illegal activities relying on
anonymity lead to another crucial problem. From this per-
spective, a tracing function is also required, so that, in case
of illegal activities, authorities can revoke the anonymity of
the corresponding user and reveal his/her real identity. Fur-
ther, if the user is prosecuted as a criminal, authorities can
take legal steps using activities identified through such trac-
ing functions.

Meanwhile, authorization is an important security func-
tion in information and computer security to specify access
rights of users to services or resources. In particular, many
applications need a fine-grained authorization service, which
facilitates granting differential access rights to a set of users
and allows flexibility in specifying the access rights of indi-
vidual users. Furthermore, many applications need to be
able to revoke or update a specific authorization previously
granted to a user if needed (i.e., a change of affiliation). On
the other hand, users often want to selectively disclose one
authorization value or partial values without revealing other
values for privacy preservation. Since it is difficult to ver-
ify that anonymous users indeed have privileges to perform
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specific tasks without authenticating them, it is challenging
to provide fine-grained authorization with anonymity.

1.1 Previous solutions

For privacy preservation in computing environments, plenty
of work has been done since Chaum first introduced dig-
ital pseudonyms along with anonymous remailer systems
in 1981 [14]. In recent years, group and traceable signa-
ture schemes based on bilinear pairings have been pre-
sented [4,16]. They provide both traceability and unlinkabil-
ity. In those signature schemes, a user can be authenticated
without revealing his actual identity, although the user can be
traced by a special third party, called a group manager (GM),
when abuse based on the anonymity is detected. The user
can also use a membership secret multiple times, but corre-
sponding transactions are not linked to each other through the
service provider. However, most anonymous authentication
schemes including such schemes do not provide authoriza-
tion services in an anonymous manner.

Several studies [1–3,20] have tried to provide anonymous
authorization services with attribute certificates. In those
studies, if the user has multiple attributes, he/she should
obtain multiple pseudonyms and multiple attribute certifi-
cates. In [2,3], there exists the possibility that a user exploits
attributes of other users through collusion. Furthermore,
when attributes are changed or revoked, the corresponding
group membership is cancelled [1,3]. Studies in [2,20] do not
provide unlinkability without issuing multiple certificates. In
addition to the shortcomings mentioned above, all previous
studies are unsuitable for applications that need a fine-grained
authorization service in an anonymous manner.

Camenisch and Groß [7] studied anonymous authorization
services with an anonymous credential system. Camenisch
et al. extended the Camenisch–Lysyanskaya credential sys-
tem [8,9] for efficient encoding and proofs of binary and
finite-set attributes in [7]. Their modified system enables
users to selectively disclose partial attributes and AND, NOT,
and OR proofs about attributes while hiding others. Identity
mixer (Idemix) is an anonymous credential system based
on the Camenisch–Lysyanskaya credential system [8,9]
developed at IBM Research [11,18]. Brands [6] developed
U-Prove, which offers similar functionality to Idemix, now
owned and marketed by Microsoft [5]. Idemix and U-Prove
provide anonymous authentication and selective disclosure
of attributes encoded in an anonymous credential or U-Prove
token, respectively, while protecting other attributes. For
tracing a suspected user in the case of credential misuse,
Idemix provides two types of anonymity revocation: global
de-anonymization and local de-anonymization. However, it
is impossible for Idemix to revoke anonymity without the
user’s cooperation. Idemix ensures that different showings
of credentials of one user cannot be linked to that user,

while multiple uses of the same U-Prove token will be link-
able [24]. Both Idemix and U-Prove have drawbacks in terms
of credential revocation [17]. In Idemix, the revoker must
wait until a credential is expired since the credential can-
not be revoked immediately. In U-Prove, there is no revoca-
tion mechanism available to issuers, and the revocation of a
token can occur only if this token has already been shown
to a verifier. Furthermore, Camenisch and Groß’s anony-
mous authorization services [7], Idemix and U-Prove can-
not revoke or change one of the attributes without creden-
tial revocation since all attribute values are encoded in one
credential or token. Thus, this study is unsuitable for practi-
cal applications involving attribute revocation and frequent
updates.

1.2 Our solution and contribution

In this paper, we explore an anonymous authentication and
authorization method that supports “fine-grained” autho-
rization services without losing traceable and unlinkable
anonymity. Based on a traceable signature scheme [16],
we propose an anonymous authentication and authorization
(AAnA) scheme for achieving the following goals.

– The AAnA scheme provides both anonymous authentica-
tion and authorization while satisfying the security prop-
erties required for a traceable signature: secure against
Misidentification, Anonymity-break, and Framing attacks.

– To accommodate the advantage of the separation-of-
authority model [20], we consider two kinds of author-
ities: one is a group manager who issues group member-
ship without knowing a user’s real identity and the other
is an authorization manager who issues authorization val-
ues based on actual identity. The group manager can trace
signers from their signatures, while the authorization man-
ager can determine signers’ real identities. Thus, a user can
be traced only if all parties allow.

– The AAnA scheme provides a fine-grained authorization
service with one group membership and multiple autho-
rization values and allows users to selectively disclose par-
tial authorizations without revealing other authorizations.

– The AAnA scheme provides revocation and update of
authorization without revoking the membership or
anonymity since authorization values are independent of
group membership but are closely connected to a unique
secret in group membership, which is generated by both
group manager and authorization manager for each user.

– The AAnA scheme enables users to prove their autho-
rizations without knowledge of the corresponding autho-
rization values in order to prevent malicious users from
forging their authorization.

– From practical perspectives, we construct the AAnA
scheme within a reasonable bound, so that the number of
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Table 1 Comparison of functions and properties

Functions and properties BBS CPY B04 B06 B07 CG Idemix U-Prove K11 AAnA

Anonymity

Traceability O O O O O O O O O O

Unlinkability O O ⊗ O O O O × ⊗ O

Authentication O O × O O O O O O O

Authorization × × O O O O O O O O

Basic × × O O O O O O O O

Fine-grained × × ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ O O O ⊗ O

Prevention from forging authorizations × × × × O O O O O O

Authorization revocation × × ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ O O

Separation of authority × × × × × × × × O O

operations of the AAnA scheme does not exceed double
the number of operations of the previous schemes.

Table 1 shows comparisons between previous studies
[1–5,7,11,16,20] (denoted by BBS, CPY, B04,B06, B07,
CG, Idemix, U-Prove and K11, respectively) and our scheme
in terms of security properties (traceability and unlinkability)
and functionalities (authentication, authorization, and sepa-
ration of authority). We compare the schemes with respect to
two kinds of anonymity: traceable anonymity, where author-
ities can trace and revoke the anonymity of a suspicious user
when abuse is detected, and unlinkable anonymity, where
a user can use a pseudonym multiple times without corre-
sponding transactions being linked to each other. In other
words, we evaluate whether the previous studies and the
AAnA scheme are able to usually provide unlinkability to
an anonymous user and to trace the user only if the user’s
abuse is detected. We also compare them regarding two types
of authorization: basic and fine-grained authorizations. We
determine whether they can prevent users from forging their
authorization values and revoke or update user authoriza-
tion regardless of membership revocation. We also determine
whether they consider the separation of duties of authority.
In Table 1, ⊗ denotes the case where a scheme has addi-
tional conditions for providing the corresponding property
or function; our scheme provides all functions with satis-
fying properties. We will describe the details of Table 1 in
Sect. 6.

1.3 Organization

In Sect. 2, we review the related work. In Sect. 3, we present
our system model and basic building blocks such as bilinear
pairings and security assumptions. In Sect. 4, we introduce
an anonymous authentication and authorization scheme. We
then analyze the security of our scheme in Sect. 5. In Sect. 6,
we compare our scheme with the previous schemes and dis-
cuss authorization issues. We conclude the paper in Sect. 7.

2 Related work

Since Chaum and van Heyst introduced group signatures in
1991 [13], various group signature schemes and anonymous
authentication schemes based on group signatures have been
proposed [4,10,12,15,23]. Group signatures allow a mem-
ber of group to sign a message anonymously, so that no
one except a special authority, a group manager, can deter-
mine the signer’s identity from the signature. In 2004, Boneh
et al. [4] proposed a short group signature scheme based
on the Strong Diffie–Hellman (SDH) and Decision Linear
Diffie–Hellman (DLDH) assumptions using bilinear pair-
ings, while earlier work in group signatures based on the
Strong-RSA assumption had longer signatures. In 2004,
Camenisch and Lysyanskaya proposed a group signature
scheme [10] based on the LRSW assumption [21].

In 2004, Kiayias et al. [19] proposed traceable signatures
for resolving drawbacks of traditional group signatures, but
their open mechanisms were not sufficient to protect privacy
and to provide scalability. Traceable signatures support three
different types of traceability: signature opening as group
signatures, user tracing that can trace all previous transac-
tions of the user by tracing agents, and signature claiming
where the signer of a signature can claim a given signature
that he/she has signed. In 2006, Choi et al. [16] proposed
short traceable signatures based on the short group signature
scheme [4] using bilinear pairings. They reduced the signa-
ture length by one-third compared to the traceable signatures
proposed by Kiayias et al. [19].

Group signatures and traceable signatures are able to sup-
port anonymous authentication with traceability and unlink-
ability, although they do not provide anonymous authoriza-
tion, an important security requirement for practical environ-
ments.

Several works have been published by Benjumea et al.
[1–3] and Kwon [20] on providing anonymous authoriza-
tion. In 2004, Benjumea et al. [2] introduced the first
approach to provide anonymity in X.509 attribute certificates,
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transferring a fair blind signature scheme to those certificates.
In 2006 and 2007, Benjumea et al. provided anonymity in
X.509 attribute certificates. For achieving unlinkability, they
used group-based authorization, so that users who belong to
the same group share the same attribute certificates. In 2011,
Kwon [20] investigated privacy preservation methods with
X.509 standard certificates by providing conditional trace-
ability for identity and attribute certificates. He introduced
a separation-of-authority model that separates certificate
authorities, one for verifying identities and the other for val-
idating contents. He then presented traceable anonymity cer-
tificate (TAC) protocols in two distinct settings with respect
to the separation-of-authority model. For anonymous autho-
rization, those studies focus on the practical approaches con-
sidering X.509 standard certificates, while they have several
shortcomings with regard to fine-grained authorization ser-
vices with an unlinkable and traceable anonymity.

In 2008, Camenisch and Groß [8,9] proposed an anony-
mous credential system for providing both anonymous
authentication and authorization by extending the anony-
mous credential system proposed by Camenisch and Lysyan-
skaya, such that selective disclosure of attributes becomes
highly efficient. This system provides an efficient toolkit of
attribute proofs as well as AND, OR, and NOT proofs in an
anonymous manner, although it does not consider attribute
revocation. Idemix [11,18] based on the Camenisch–
Lysyanskaya credential system [8,9] and U-Prove [5,24] pro-
posed by Brands [6] were developed by IBM and Microsoft,
respectively, for providing both anonymous authentication
and authorization. In these systems, users can receive a signed
list of attributes encoded in credentials or tokens from trusted

parties (organizations), but the organizations can identify the
users just by pseudonyms. These systems also allow users to
selectively disclose to verifiers their attributes contained in
certificates or tokens. However, as in the anonymous creden-
tial system proposed by Camenisch and Groß, a user should
be reissued a credential or token when his/her attributes are
updated or deleted. The systems also have shortcomings with
regard to credential revocation [17].

3 Preliminaries

We employ a public key encryption schemeΠ = 〈GΠ, E,D〉
which can be any IND-CCA2 secure encryption scheme with
encryption/decryption keys instantiated to (pubX, priX). We
also employ a signature scheme Σ = 〈GΣ,S,V〉 which is
existentially unforgeable under an adaptive chosen-message
attack. We consider a condition check function C(�) to verify
that the evidence � of illegal activities of users fulfills the
predefined conditions for de-anonymization. In Table 2, we
enumerate the notations used in this paper. The notations not
declared here will be defined in each part of the paper.

3.1 Our system model

There can be the problems of a single authority as a big
brother since he can always trace the joined user accord-
ing to the membership [20]. To cope with the problems, we
consider two authorities: group manager (GM), who issues
a group membership without knowing the real identity of
a user and accepts the signature of the suspected member
and authorization manager (AM), who issues authorization

Table 2 Notations
Participating entities

CA Certificate authority GM Group manager

AM Authorization manager SP Service provider

UN User’s real name

Cryptographic primitives

Π = 〈GΠ, E,D〉 Public encryption scheme

Σ = 〈GΣ,S,V〉 Signature scheme

C(�) Condition check function

Protocol parameters

trani
X X’s authorization transcript for i trani

X X’s membership transcript for i

Ii
X X’s Issue transcript for i J i

X X’s Join transcript for i

η Encrypted message with E ν Signature with S
AL Authorization List AUTH A set of authorization

pubX X’s public key for Π,Σ priX X’s private key for Π,Σ

certX X’s certificate
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Fig. 1 Anonymous authentication and authorization model

values to users according to privileges based on the real iden-
tities but without knowledge of membership and provides an
authorization list (AL) to the service provider (SP). Only AM
knows the real identity of a user, while only GM knows the
membership secret. Thus, these two agents should cooper-
ate with each other to trace and revoke the anonymity of a
suspicious user based on the predefined conditions.

Figure 1 depicts the anonymous authentication and autho-
rization model and the required logical protocols. Firstly,
a user obtains a pseudonym (PN) and authorization val-
ues from AM based on his/her real identity and privileges
([J-1]). The user then joins a group and obtains member-
ship and authorization secrets from GM by presenting values
received from AM ([J-2]). Now, the user can be anonymously
authenticated and authorized through the membership and
authorization secrets to access resources and services of SP
([A]). If illegal user activities are detected, SP requests to
reveal the user’s identity with the signature of the user and
evidence of illegal activities to GM ([O-1]). After GM and
AM assess the request for revealing the user’s identity based
on the predefined conditions for revocation of anonymity, if
the conditions are fulfilled, they corporate to reveal the true
identity of the user ([O-2]). The details of those protocols
will be described in Sect. 4. Although this model considers
one SP, users can conduct transactions on multiple SPs. The
security model for our scheme will be described in Sect. 5.

3.2 Mathematical tools

3.2.1 Bilinear pairings

Let G1,G2 be cyclic multiplicative groups generated by g1

and g2, respectively, both with prime order p. ψ is a com-

putable isomorphism from G2 to G1 such that ψ(g2) = g1.
e : G1 × G2 → GT is a bilinear pairing with the following
properties.

– Non-degeneracy: There exist g1 ∈ G1, g2 ∈ G2, such
that e(g1, g2) �= 1.

– Bilinearity: For all u ∈ G1, v ∈ G2 and a, b ∈
Z, e(ua, vb) = e(u, v)ab.

– Computability: For all u ∈ G1, v ∈ G2, there is an effi-
cient algorithm to compute e(u, v).

The AAnA scheme can use bilinear groups of Miyaji
et al. [22] or Rubin and Silverberg [25]. More details are
given in [4] and [16].

3.2.2 SDH representation

Let G1,G2 be cyclic multiplicative groups of order prime p,
where possibly G1 = G2. Let g1 be a generator of G1 and
g2 be a generator of G2. The q-Strong Diffie–Hellman (q-
SDH) problem in (G1,G2) is defined as follows [4]: Given
a (q + 2)-tuple (g1, g2, gγ2 , . . . , g(γ

q )
2 ) as input, the output

is a pair (g1/(x+γ )
1 , x) where x ∈ Z

∗
p. The advantage of an

algorithm A in solving q-SDH is defined as follows:

Advq-SDH
A (κ) = Pr

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

A(G, g1, g2, gγ2 , . . . , g(γ
q )

2 )

=(g1/(x+γ )
1 , x) ∧ x ∈ Z

∗
p : γ R← Z

∗
p,

G = (p,G1,G2,GT , g1, g2, e)
← GB P (1κ)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦.

Definition 3.1 (q-Strong Diffie–Hellman assumption) For
every PPT algorithm A,Advq-SDH

A (κ) is negligible in κ .

We next define an SDH representation for the AAnA
scheme.

Definition 3.2 (SDH representation) For G = (p,G1,G2,

GT , g1, g2, e) and w = gγ2 ∈ G2 with unknown γ , an SDH
representation is a triplet (A, x, τ ) with A ∈ G1 and x, τ ∈
Z
∗
p, such that A = (gx

1 s)1/(τ+γ ). Note that the triplet satisfies
e(A, wgτ2 ) = e(gx

1 s, g2).

In this paper, we focus on the following computational
problem.

Definition 3.3 (One more SDH representation problem)
Given K SDH representations for G = (p,G1,G2,GT , g1,

g2, e), s, and w, one more SDH representation problem is
finding another SDH representation.

Lemma 3.1 Under the q-SDH assumption, it is infeasible
for a PPT algorithm to solve one more SDH representation
problem with K = q.
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Fig. 2 ZP protocol

3.2.3 Linear encryption

Let G1 be a cyclic multiplicative group of prime order p
and g1, u, v, h1 be generators of G1. The Decision Lin-
ear Diffie–Hellman problem in G1 is defined in [4]: Given
u, v, h1, ua, vb, hc

1 ∈ G1 as input, the output is yes if
a + b = c and no otherwise. The advantage of an algorithm
A for solving the Decision Linear Diffie–Hellman (DLDH)
problem is defined as follows:

AdvDLDH
A (κ) =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

Pr[A(u, v, h1, ua, vb, ha+b
1 ) = yes :

u, v, h1
R← G1, a, b

R← Zp]
−Pr[A(u, v, h1, ua, vb, η) = yes :

u, v, h1, η
R← G1, a, b

R← Zp]

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
.

We define the DLDH assumption used in [4] to construct
short traceable signatures. The DLDH assumption gives rise
to the linear encryption (LE) scheme [4].

Definition 3.4 (Decision linear Diffie–Hellman assumption)
For every PPT algorithm A,AdvDLDH

A (κ) is negligible in κ .

Definition 3.5 (Linear encryption) With m ∈ G1, Linear
Encryption LE with public key u, v, h1 and private key x, y ∈
Zp such that ux = vy = h1 is as follows:

LE(M) = (ua, vb,m · ha+b
1 ),where a, b

R← Zp.

Lemma 3.2 Under the DLDH assumption, Linear Encryp-
tion is secure against chosen-plaintext attacks [4].

3.3 ZP protocol: the zero-knowledge protocol for an SDH
representation

The ZP protocol is a modified zero-knowledge protocol for
one more SDH representation in [16]. We assume that G =
(p,G1,G2,GT , g1, g2, e), s ∈ G1, and w = gγ2 ∈ G2 with
some (secret) γ ∈ Zp. Let u, v, h1 be random in G1 and h2

a generator of G2. A zero-knowledge protocol (ZP protocol)
for an SDH representation (A, x, τ ) is depicted in Fig. 2.

Theorem 3.3 ZP protocol is an honest-verifier zero knowl-
edge proof of knowledge of an SDH representation under the
DLDH assumption.

Lemma 3.4 ZP protocol is complete.

Proof If Alice is an honest prover in possession of an SDH
representation (A, x, τ ), she follows the computations spec-
ified for her in the protocol. In this case,

usα = urα+cα = (uα)c · urα = T c
1 · R1,

so (1) holds. For analogous reasons, (2) holds. Then,

T sτ
1 u−sδ1 = (uα)rτ+cτu−rδ1−cτα = (uα)rτ u−rδ1 = T rτ

1 · R4,

so (4) holds. For analogous reasons, (5) holds. Further,

e(g1, T4)
sx = e(g1, T4)

rx+cx = e(g1, T4)
rx · e(g1, T4)

cx

= R6 · T c
5 ,
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so (6) holds. Finally,

e(T3, g2)
sτ · e(h1, g2)

−sδ1−sδ2 · e(h1, w)
−sα−sβ

= e(T3, g2)
rτ+cτ · e(h1, g2)

−rδ1−rδ2−cδ1−cδ2

·e(h1, w)
−rα−rβ−cα−cβ · e(g1, g2)

−rx−cx

= (e(T3, g2)
τ · e(h1, g2)

−δ1−δ2 · e(h1, w)
−α−β

·e(g1, g2)
−x )c · (e(T3, g2)

rτ · e(h1, g2)
−rδ1−rδ2

·e(h1, w)
−rα−rβ · e(g1, g2)

−rx )

= (e(T3h−α−β1 , gτ2w)/e(T3, w) · e(g1, g2)
−x )c · R3

= (e(A, gτ2w)/e(T3, w) · (g1, g2)
−x )c · R3

= (e(gx
1 s, g2)/e(T3, w) · (g−x

1 , g2))
c · R3

= (e(s, g2)/e(T3, w))
c · R3,

so (3) holds.

Lemma 3.5 Transcripts of the ZP protocol can be simulated
under the DLDH assumption.

Proof We first describe a simulator that outputs transcripts
of the ZP protocol.

Pick A
R← G1 and α, β, τ, t

R← Z
∗
p. Set T1 ← uα, T2 ←

vβ, T3 ← Ahα+β, T4 ← ht
2, and T5 ← e(g1, T4)

x . Choose

a challenge c
R← Z

∗
p and select sα, sβ, sx , sτ , sδ1 , sδ2

R← Z
∗
p.

Set R1 ← T c
1 /u

sα , then (1) is satisfied. Set R2 analo-
gously. Set R4 ← T sτ

1 usδ1 , and set R5 analogously. Set
R6 ← e(g1, T4)

sx /T c
5 , then (8) is satisfied. Finally set

R3 ← e(T3, g2)
sτ · e(h1, g2)

−sδ1−sδ2 · e(h1, w)
−sα−sβ

·e(g1, g2)
−sx · (e(T3, w)/e(s, g2))

c.

This R3 satisfies (3), and all the computed values are distrib-
uted as in a real transcript.

The transcript output is (T1, . . . , T5, R1, . . . , R6, sα, sβ,
sx , sτ , sδ1 , sδ2). Assuming the DLDH assumption holds, this
transcript is distributed identically to transcripts of the ZP
protocol.

Lemma 3.6 There exists an extractor for ZP protocol.

Proof Suppose that an extractor can rewind a prover in
the protocol above to the point just before the prover
is given a challenge c. The prover sends T1, . . . , T5 and
R1, . . . R6. Then to challenge two different values c and
c′ �= c, the prover responds with sα, sβ, sx , sτ , sδ1 , sδ2 and
s′α, s′β, s′x , s′τ , s′δ1

, s′δ2
, respectively. If the prover is convinc-

ing, all six verification Eqs. (1–6) hold for each set of values.
For brevity, let�c = c− c′,�sα = sα − s′α and similarly

for �sβ,�sx ,�sτ ,�sδ1 , and �sδ2 .
Now consider (1) in the ZP protocol. Dividing the two

instances of this equation, we obtain u�sα = T�c
1 . The expo-

nents are in a group of known prime order, so we can take
roots; let α̃ = �sα/�c. Then uα̃ = T1. Similarly, from (2)
and (6), we obtain β̃ = �sβ/�c and x̃ = �sx/�c such that

vβ̃ = T2 and e(g1, T4)
x̃ = T5, respectively.

Consider (4) in the ZP protocol. Dividing the two instances
gives TΔsτ

1 = uΔsδ1 . Substituting T1 = uα̃ gives uα̃Δsτ =
uΔsδ1 or Δsδ1 = α̃Δsτ . Similarly, from (5), we deduce that
Δsδ2 = β̃Δsτ .

Finally, dividing the two instances of (3), we obtain

(e(s, g2)/e(T3, w))
Δc

= e(T3, g2)
Δsτ · e(h1, g2)

−Δsδ1−Δsδ2 · e(h1, w)
−Δsα−Δsβ

·e(g1, g2)
−Δsx

= e(T3, g2)
Δsτ · e(h1, g2)

−α̃Δsτ−β̃Δsτ · e(h1, w)
−Δsα−Δsβ

·e(g1, g2)
−Δsx .

Taking Δcth roots and letting τ̃ = Δsτ /Δc, we obtain

(e(s, g2)/e(T3, w))

= e(T3, g2)
τ̃ · e(h1, g2)

−δ̃1−δ̃2 · e(h1, w)
−α̃−β̃ · e(g1, g2)

−x̃ .

This can be rearranged as e(gx̃
1 s, g2) = e(T3h−α̃−β̃1 , gτ̃2w),

or, letting Ã = T3h−α̃−β̃1 , e(gx̃
1 s, g2) = e( Ã, gτ̃2w). Thus,

the extractor obtains an SDH representation ( Ã, x̃, τ̃ ).

4 The proposed anonymous authentication and
authorization scheme

To achieve the goals enumerated in Sect. 1.2, we propose
an AAnA scheme by extending the short traceable signa-
ture scheme [16] and applying it to our system model in
Sect. 3.1. In other words, the AAnA scheme includes all algo-
rithms of the short traceable signature scheme to provide the
functions of traceable signatures, but they are modified and
we defined new algorithms in order to provide anonymous
fine-grained authorization. In addition, the AAnA scheme
improves traceability of traceable signatures by applying
the separation-of-authority model. The AAnA scheme con-
sists of four protocols: setup protocol, join and issue proto-
col, authentication and authorization protocol, and open and
trace protocol. Those protocols include 12 inner algorithms:
KeyGen, Issue,J oin,MsgGen, Sign, Verify, Authorize,
Open,Reveal, T race, Claim, and CLaimVerify. These algo-
rithms except Issue,J oin,MsgGen, and Authorize follow
the corresponding operations of the short traceable signature
scheme [16]. Note that one big difference between the AAnA
scheme and the short traceable signature scheme is that the
AAnA scheme can provide anonymous fine-grained autho-
rization within a reasonable bound in terms of efficiency. We
assume that all parties of the AAnA scheme hold their real
identity certificates (certX) issued by a CA, so that each party
already has a public/private key pair 〈pubX, priX〉 prior to per-
forming protocols. Note that this key pair is different from
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Fig. 3 Join and issue protocol

the group public key and private key that will be described
in the following section.

4.1 Setup protocol

GM generates a group keys using KeyGen.

– KeyGen(1κ). For a given security parameter 1κ , GM gen-
erates bilinear pairing G = (p,G1,G2,GT , g1, g2, e)
using the generation algorithm GB P .

– GM selects γ
R← Z

∗
p and computes w = gγ2 . GM

selects s
R← G1, h1

R← G1\{1G1}, h2
R← G2\{1G2},

and ξ1, ξ2
R← Z

∗
p. GM sets u, v

R← G1 such that
uξ1 = vξ2 = h1.

– The group public key is gpk = (G, s, h1, h2, u, v, w),
and the private key of GM is skGM = (γ, ξ1, ξ2).

– GM then selects an hash function H : {0, 1}∗ → Zp

which is considered as a random oracle.

4.2 Join and issue protocol

Under the real identity, a user obtains one or more authoriza-
tion values. The user then joins a group and obtains mem-
bership and authorization secrets. Figure 3 describes the join
and issue protocol.

4.2.1 Authorization issue

Before a user (UN) joins a group, the user obtains a
pseudonym and one or more authorization values from AM
according to his/her privileges. In general computer sys-
tems, multiple users can have the same authorization, and
one user can have multiple authorizations. For the first case,
our scheme enables users who have the same authorization
to share the same authorization value. However, there is a
trade-off between fine-grained authorization and unlinkabil-
ity. If authorizations are excessively atomized, the size of a set
of users who share the same authorization becomes smaller.
Thus, it is necessary to regulate the balance between fine-
grained authorization and unlinkability considering applica-
tion requirements and conditions. For the latter case, AM
issues multiple authorization values for a single user. We
consider the case in which one authorization value is issued,
but a user can obtain several values. We will discuss this in
Sect. 6.3.

(a) UN requests an authorization value from AM using
certUN.

(b) AM verifies certUN. AM then performs Issue if these
verifications succeed and rejects the request otherwise.

– Issue(AUTH). Given a set of authorization AUTH,
AM selects a secret pseudonym and an authorization
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value according to the corresponding user’s autho-
rization from AUTH.

– Select a secret pseudonym y
R← Zp.

– Select an authorization index j and authorization
value λ j from AUTH, where AUTH= {(Q j , λ j ) :
Q j = ( j : gλ j

2 ,AI j ), λ j
R← Z

∗
p, 1 ≤ j ≤ �}.

– We will denote the authorization transcript and issue
transcript table between AM and UN by tranUN

AM and
IUN

AM , respectively. Store y, λ j in tranUN
AM such that

tranUN
AM = (y, λ j ).

The pseudonym y is unique for UN and will be used to
revoke the corresponding user’s authorization if needed.
AUTH includes authorization indices ( j = 1, . . . , �),

values (g
λ j
1 ) for verifying authorization and authoriza-

tion information (AI j ) which describe the details of
authorization. An authorization value λ is a random
value for each authorization, and thus it is possible to
apply various access control models to our scheme. For
anonymous authorization, AM should send an autho-
rization list AL which includes all Q j s (1 ≤ j ≤ �) to
SPs.

(c) For separating authorities, only AM should know a user’s
real name. The pseudonym y will be hidden from the
user to prevent his/her from using a revoked authoriza-
tion value. Moreover, if users know their authorization
values, they can collude to forge their authorization.
Thus, the authorization value λwill be also hidden from
the user. AM generates η1 by encrypting y, λ j and a sig-
nature ν1 with GM’s public key pubGM. AM also gener-
ates η2 by encrypting j , an index of user authorization,
and a signature ν2 with UN’s public key pubUN.

(d) AM sends η1, η2 to UN and stores the corresponding
values and authorization transcript in the authoriza-
tion issue transcript table, such that IUN

AM = [UN :
tranUN

AM, j, certUN].
(e) UN verifies ν2 by decrypting η2 with its own private key.

If this verification succeed, UN records η1, η2 and j .

4.2.2 Join

A user UN joins a group and gets a membership secret gsk =
(A, τ ) for anonymous authentication and authorization secret
ask = (Z , B, j) for anonymous authorization from GM.
From now on, we use the index i instead of UN to identify
a user. If a user i has multiple authorization values, GM can
issue multiple Bs as his/her authorization secret, such that
ask[i] = (B1

i , B2
i , . . .).

(a) The user i firstly selects non-adaptive random xi and
computes Xi ← gxi

1 . We will denote the user’s secret
by sec[i] = xi . The user i then generates η3 by encrypt-

ing its own value Xi with GM’s public key pubGM. The
user i requests to join a group and to issue a group mem-
bership to GM using η1 received from AM and η3.

(b) GM decrypts η1, η3 and verifies ν1. GM then pre-
forms J oin if these verifications succeed and rejects
the request otherwise.

– J oin(gpk, skGM, Xi , yi , λ j ). Given the group pub-
lic key, private key of GM, Xi , yi and authoriza-
tion value, GM issues membership and authorization
secrets.

– Select zi
R← Z

∗
p.

– Compute τi ← yi zi and Ai
R← (Xi s)1/(τi+γ ).

– Compute Zi ← (Xi s)zi and Bi
R← A

λ j
i .

– Set i’s membership secret gsk[i] = (Ai , τi ) and
authorization secret ask[i] = (Zi , Bi ).

– We will denote the membership transcript and join
transcript table between GM and a user i by trani

join

and J i
GM, respectively. Store gsk[i] and ask[i] in

trani
GM such that trani

GM = (yi , Xi , gsk[i], ask[i]).
The group membership of user i, Ai , includes two val-
ues: xi and τi . Since only user i knows secret xi , and
secret τi is closely connected to the GM’s private key γ ,
neither GM nor the user i can forge this group member-
ship Ai . AM can utilize one value of τi , the pseudonym yi

selected by AM to revoke authorization, without affect-
ing the anonymity of the user.

(c) GM sends gsk[i] and ask[i] to i and stores the corre-
sponding transcript trani

GM in the join transcript table
J i

GM.
(d) The user i checks if (Ai , xi , τi ) satisfies e(Ai , gτi

2 w) =
e(gxi

1 s, g2) and stores gsk[i], ask[i] and sec[i].

4.3 Authentication and authorization protocol

In the proposed method, a user can be anonymously authenti-
cated and authorized using personal membership and autho-
rization secrets. Figure 4 depicts the authentication and
authorization protocol.

4.3.1 Message generation for anonymous authorization

A member i generates a message to be anonymously autho-
rized by SP in order to the fine-grained service.

(a) The member i performs MsgGen.

– MsgGen(gpk, sec[i], gsk[i], ask[i]). A member i
can compute Y1,Y2 for anonymous authorization
and Y3,Y4 for authorization revocation described in
Sect. 6.3.

– Select k1, k2
R← Z

∗
p and compute k ← k1τ + k2.
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Fig. 4 Authentication and authorization protocol

– Compute Y1 ← (gx
1 s)k,Y2 ← e(Bk

i , gτi
2 w),Y3 ←

Zk1 and Y4 = e(Bk2 , gτi
2 w).

(b) The member i stores Y = ( j : Y1,Y2,Y3,Y4).

4.3.2 Sign

We utilize the short traceable signature scheme. It is possible
to include the messages for authorization into a message m by
converting them into a string or transmitting them separately
from the signature.

(a) A member signs a message m ∈ {0, 1}∗ using Sign with
sec[i] and gsk[i].
– Sign(m, gpk, sec[i], gsk[i]). A member i computes

and outputs a signature of knowledge σ .
– Compute the values T1, . . . , T5, R1, . . . , R6 using
(Ai , xi , τi ) according to the ZP Protocol.

– Compute c using the hash function:
c← H(m, T1, . . . , T5, R1, . . . , R6).

– Compute the values sα, sβ, sx , sτ , sδ1 , sδ2 , using c
according to the ZP Protocol.

– Generate the signatureσ = (T1, . . . , T5, c, sα, sβ, sx ,

sτ , sδ1 , sδ2).

(b) The member i stores σ .

4.3.3 Anonymous authentication

SP can authenticate a legitimate member of the group by
verifying a member’s signature.

(a) A member sends the signature σ of m and Y to SP to
be anonymously authenticated and authorized.

(b) SP verifies the signature σ using the algorithm Verify.

– Verify(m, σ, gpk). Given a group public key gpk, a
message m, and signature σ , SP verifies that σ is a
valid signature of knowledge.

– Reconstruct R̃1, . . . , R̃6 using Eqs. (1)–(6) in the ZP
Protocol.

– Verify that the following equation holds: c
?=

H(m, T1, . . . , T5, R̃1, . . . , R̃6). Return 1 if it holds
and return 0 otherwise.

(c) If Verify algorithm returns 1, SP moves on to the next
step, otherwise SP rejects the request of the member.

4.3.4 Anonymous authorization

SP verifies authorizations of a member through both mes-
sages for anonymous authorization and the authorization list
received from AM. SP then decides whether access requests
from the anonymous authenticated member shall be approved
or disapproved. Finally, SP can provide fine-grained service
to the member according to the system’s access control rules.

(a) After anonymous authentication, SP confirms autho-
rization of the member using Authorize.

– Authorize(gpk, j,Y1,Y2, AL). The member can be
authorized by determining that the member possesses
one of the authorization values in AL , and this autho-
rization is given to the member.

– Check if the following equation holds using Y1, Y2

and the value which corresponds to the user’s autho-

rization index j in AL : e(Y1, gλ2 )
?= Y2. Return j if

it holds; end the algorithm otherwise.
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Fig. 5 Open and trace protocol

(b) Before SP provides service, it should check whether
the user misuses the revoked authorization. Y2,Y3,Y4

and the current ARL are used for this process. We
will describe this process in detail in Sect. 6.3. If the
Authorize algorithm returns j , SP provides fine-grained
service, otherwise SP rejects this request.

4.4 Open and trace protocol

In case of illegal activities, a suspected user should be trace-
able from the illegal transactions. We assume that the AM and
GM predefined the conditions for de-anonymization accord-
ing to their privacy policies suitable for applications and sys-
tems, and all parties including users and SPs establish a con-
sensus on the conditions. When illegal activities are detected,
SP should provide the evidence of those illegal activities and
the corresponding signatures. Then, the AM and GM assess
the evidence based on the predefined conditions. If the condi-
tions are fulfilled, it is possible to de-anonymize the suspected
user by opening his/her group signature and to trace previ-
ous illegal transactions by detecting the signatures issued by
this user based on the agreement between the AM and GM.
Furthermore, if a user wishes or when a certain application
requires, it is possible for the user to claim that he/she is the
signer of a certain signature value in common with traceable
signatures [19]. Figure 5 depicts the open and trace protocol.

4.4.1 Open

When illegal activities of a group member are detected, SP
can request de-anonymization of the member with the evi-
dence of illegal activities and signature of the suspected mem-
ber to GM. As we mentioned, they firstly verify that the evi-
dence fulfills the conditions for revocation of anonymity. If
the conditions are satisfied, they perform de-anonymization
of the suspected member. We separate authorized entities

into AM and GM in their respective roles. GM can determine
group membership A from a signature, while it cannot bind
A to a true identity. On the other hand, AM has information
about the true identity, but AM cannot extract group member-
ship A from a signature. Thus, GM and AM should cooperate
to reveal the true identity of the member.

(a) SP sends a request to GM to de-anonymize the sus-
pected member with the evidence �1 and his/her signa-
ture σ .

(b) GM verifies �1 and opens the signature σ using Open
algorithm to identify its signer if this verification suc-
ceeds or rejects the request of SP otherwise.

– Open(gpk, σ, skGM). GM can determine who signed
the signature σ .

– Compute and return Ã = T3/(T
ξ1

1 ·T ξ2
2 ) using (ξ1, ξ2)

in skGM and T1, T2 and T3 from σ .

(c) GM cannot bind Ã to the true identity of signer. Thus,
GM requests the true identity linked to Ã from AM.

(d) GM looks up y in the join transcript JGM such that
Ai = Ã and send it to AM.

(e) AM looks up the corresponding UN to y in the issue
transcript IAM. AM opens the true identity of UN.

4.4.2 Trace

The trace operation enables tracing agents to trace the previ-
ous transactions of a de-anonymized member.

(a) Tracing agents request a tracing trapdoor of the de-
anonymized member UN to AM based on the evidence
ρ2, which describes why tracing the previous transac-
tions of the de-anonymized member is needed.

(b) AM first verifies ρ2. AM searches y in the IAM using
UN if this verification succeeds or rejects the request of
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tracing agents otherwise. AM then relays the request for
tracing agents and requests the tracing trapdoor of UN
to GM using y.

(c) GM recovers the tracing trapdoor from the membership
transcript tranGM using y and the Reveal algorithm
and sends it to tracing agents.

– Reveal(y, tranGM). GM can obtain the tracing trap-
door TTi with this algorithm.

– Return Xi of y in the membership transcript trani
GM.

(d) Tracing agents perform T race algorithm using the trac-
ing trapdoor to verify whether signatures in the previous
transactions were generated by the suspicious member.
Note that many tracing agents can efficiently assess all
signatures by executing this algorithm in parallel.

– T race(gpk, σ,TTi ). Tracing agents can determine
whether σ is generated by the suspicious member.

– Verify that T5 = e(TTi , T4).
– Return 1 if it holds or return 0 otherwise.

4.4.3 Claim

The signer of a signature can claim a given signature that
he/she has signed through the Claim algorithm, while any
claim recipient including GM and AM can verify his/her
claim through the CLaimVerify algorithm.

(a) If a user wants to claim that he/she is the originator
of a certain signature value without compromising the
privacy of the past or future signatures that he/she gen-
erates, the user performs the Claim algorithm.

– Claim(σ, gpk, sec[i]). The user i , who the originator
of the signature σ , can claim that he/she is its origi-
nator with this algorithm.

– Generate a proof of knowledge of the value x which
satisfies e(g1, T4)

x = T5. If the prover is the real orig-
inator of σ having sec[i] = xi such that e(g1, T4)

xi =
T5, to generate the proof of knowledge of the value x
is possible.

– Return the proof π .

(b) Any claim recipient can verify the above proof π with
the CLaimVerify algorithm.

– CLaimVerify(σ, π, gpk). The output of the Claim
algorithm is verified.

– Verify the proof π .
– Return 1 if it holds or return 0 otherwise.

5 Security analysis

In this section, we prove the security of the AAnA scheme.

5.1 Correctness of the AAnA scheme

We will show the correctness of our scheme in the model of
the short traceable signature scheme [16].

Definition 5.1 (Correctness) The AAnA scheme with secu-
rity parameter κ is correct if the following five conditions are
satisfied. Let MsgGenU be a message generation mechanism
for anonymous authorization of user U,SignU its signing
mechanism and ClaimU its corresponding claim mechanism.
Let AL be the authorization list and skGM the group man-
ager’s private key.

– Sign-Correctness: For all m,Verify(m,SignU (m)) = 1.
– Authorize-Correctness: For any i,Authorize(M

sgGenU (), AL) = j .
– Open-Correctness: For any m,Open(SignU (m), skGM)

= U .
– Trace-Correctness: For any m, T race(SignU (m),Reveal
(U )) = 1; on the other hand T race(σ,Reveal(U )) = 0
for any σ ← SignU ′(m) with U ′ �= U .

– Claim-Correctness: CLaimVerify(m, σ, Claim(σ )) = 1
for any m, σ ← SignU (m).

Theorem 5.1 The AAnA scheme of Sect. 4 is correct.

Proof Due to Definition 5.1, it is straightforward that the
AAnA scheme is correct.

5.2 Security model of the AAnA scheme

Since the AAnA scheme extends the short traceable signature
scheme, the security model of the AAnA scheme basically
follows that of the short traceable signature scheme [16].

5.2.1 Oracles

Experiments in which an adversary’s attack capabilities are
modeled by providing it with access to certain oracles will
formulate the security definitions. Oracles share the follow-
ing variables with each other.

– state: Contains the issue and join transcripts, secrets,
group membership secrets, and authorization secrets of
users which are obtainable in the system’s perspective.

– n: A counter that stores the number of users joined in the
system.

– Msgs: Contains messages for authorization generated by
Qmsg oracle.

– Sigs: Contains signatures generated by Qsig oracle.
– Revs: Contains the members revealed by Qreveal ora-

cle.
– U p: A set of private users which are not corrupted.
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– U a : A set of users of corruption type A. We say
that the user i is included in corruption type A if
he/she is controlled by the adversary. In this case,
(i, sec[i], gsk[i], ask[i]) is leaked to the adversary.

– U b: A set of users in corruption type B. We say that the
user i is included in corruption type B if the transcripts
during the issue and join procedure are exposed to the
adversary. In this case, (i, gsk[i], ask[i]) is leaked to the
adversary.

The various oracle specifications are listed below.

– Qgpk(): This oracle returns (n, gpk). It allows the adver-
sary the learn the public information of the system.

– QskGM(): This oracle returns skGM. It allows the adver-
sary to corrupt the group manager.

– Qp-issue(): This oracle simulates the issue protocol in
private and increases the user count n by 1, and sets
state ← state||(n,TrannAM,⊥) and TranAM ←
TranAM||(n,TrannAM).

– Qp-join(): This oracle simulates join in private and
allows the adversary to access it after access Qp-issue()
oracle, and sets state ← state||(n,TrannAM, y, λ,
TrannGM, sec[i], gsk[i], ask[i]) by using state of
Qp-issue() oracle and TranGM ← TranGM||(n,
TrannGM). It also adds n into U p.

– Qa-issue(): This oracle allows the adversary to intro-
duce an adversarially controlled user to the system. The
introduced user falls in corruption A. Firstly, the ora-
cle initiates the issue protocol with the adversary. In
the protocol, the oracle takes the role of the authoriza-
tion manager and the adversary the prospective user.
When the protocol terminates successfully, the oracle
increases n by 1 and sets state ← state||(n,
TrannAM,⊥).

– Qa-join(): The adversary can access to this oracle after
Qa-issue(). Firstly, the oracle initiates the join protocol
with the adversary. In the protocol, the oracle takes the
role of the group manager and the adversary the prospec-
tive user who introduced to the adversary in Qa-issue()
oracle. Thus, this user still falls in corruption A. When
the protocol terminates successfully, the oracle sets
state ← state||(n,TrannAM, y, λ,TrannGM,⊥,
gsk[i], ask[i]) and TranGM← TranGM||(n,TrannGM).
It also adds n into U a .

– Qt-join(): This oracle is identical to the Qp-join() ora-
cle except that, at the end, it transmits (sec[n], gsk[n],
ask[n]) to the adversary and adds n to U a (not U p). The
statistical difference between Qa-join and Qt-join is
negligible [16]. Thus, it is possible to replace Qa-join
with Qt-join when the behavior of Qa-join is difficult
to simulate.

– Qb-issue(): This oracle allows the adversary as the
authorization manager to introduce users. Users intro-
duced with this oracle fall in corruption B. Firstly, the
oracle initiates the issue protocol with the adversary. In
the protocol, the oracle takes the role of the prospective
user and the adversary the authorization manager. When
the protocol terminates successfully, the oracle increase
n by 1 and sets state ← state||(n,⊥). Since this
oracle behaves as a user, it does not modify the issue
transcript TranAM.

– Qb-join(): The adversary can access to this oracle after
the Qb-issue(). Firstly, the oracle initiates the join pro-
tocol with the adversary. In the protocol, the oracle takes
the role of the the prospective user who introduced with
Qa-issue() oracle, and the adversary is the authoriza-
tion manager. Thus, this user still falls in corruption B.
When the protocol terminates successfully, the oracle
sets state ← state||(n,⊥, sec[i], gsk[i], ask[i])
and adds n into U b. It does not modify the join tran-
script TranGM since this oracle also behaves as a
user.

– Qmsg(i): This oracle returns messages for authorization
by the i th user. It parses state, discovers an entry of the
form (i, ·, sec[i], gsk[i], ask[i]), and produces messages
for authorization Y = (Y1,Y2,Y3,Y4). If no such entry
is found or i ∈ U a , it returns ⊥. When it successfully
produces Y , it sets Msgs← Msgs||(i, j,Y ).

– Qsig(i,m): This oracle returns a signature by the i th
user. It parses state, discovers an entry of the form
(i, ·, sec[i], gsk[i], ·), and produces a traceable signature
σ using sec[i] and gsk[i]. If no such entry is found or
i ∈ U a , it returns⊥. When it successfully produces σ , it
sets Sigs← Sigs||(i, σ ).

– Qreveal(i): First, this oracle parses state to find y
and Trani

GM of i th user and returns the output of
Reveal(y,Trani

GM). Note that it returns ⊥ when user
i does not exist or i ∈ U b. It also adds i into Revs.

5.2.2 Security definitions

Definition 5.2 The AAnA scheme is said to be secure if
it satisfies security against misidentification, framing, and
anonymity-break attacks.

• Misidentification attacks. In a misidentification attack,
the adversary is allowed to control a number of users
of the system (Qp-issue,Qa-issue,Qa-join,Qp-join).
The adversary is also allowed to observe the operation
of the system when users join and produce messages
for authorization and a signature (Qp-join,Qmsg,Qsig,
Qreveal). Finally, the adversary is required to produce
a signature that does not open or trace to any users con-
trolled by the adversary.
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Experiment Expmis
A (κ)

(gpk, skGM)← KeyGen(1κ);
(m, σ )← A(Qgpk,Qp-issue,Qa-issue,Qa-join,

Qp-join,Qmsg,Qsig,Qreveal);
If Verify(m, σ, gpk) = 0 then return 0;
If Open(gpk, skGM, σ ) /∈ U a

or
∧

i∈Ua T race(σ,Reveal(i)) = 0
then return 1;

return 0;

Definition 5.3 An AAnA scheme is secure against misiden-
tification attacks if, for any PPT algorithmA,Pr[Expmis

A (κ)=
1] is negligible in κ .

• Framing attacks. In a framing attack, the adversary is
allowed to act as a group manager and authorization
manager. The adversary is also allowed to observe the
operation of the system when users join and produce
messages for authorization and signatures. There are two
types of successful framing attacks. First, the adversary
may construct a signature that opens or traces to an inno-
cent user. Second, it may claim a signature generated
by another user as its own. Note that, in this attack, the
adversary observes the operations as a group manager
and authorization manager which are simulated through
QskGM ,Qb-issue,Qb-join,Qmsg, and Qsig oracles.

Experiment Exp f ra
A (κ)

(gpk, skGM)← KeyGen(1κ);
(m, σ )← A(Qgpk,QskGM,Qb-issue,Qb-join,

Qmsg,Qsig);
If Verify(m, σ, gpk) = 0 then return 0;
If Open(gpk, skGM, σ ) /∈ U b

or
∧

i∈U b T race(σ,Reveal(i)) = 1
then return 1;

If (
∧

i∈U b (i, σ ) ∈ Sigs) ∧ (CLaimVerify(σ, π) = 1)
then return 1;

return 0;

Definition 5.4 An AAnA scheme is secure against framing
attacks if, for any PPT algorithm A,Pr[Exp f ra

A (κ) = 1] is
negligible in κ .

• Anonymity-break attacks. In an anonymity-break attack,
the adversary operates in two stages called play and
guess. In the play stage, the adversary is allowed to
join the system through Qa-join oracles. The adversary
is also allowed to observe the operation of the system
when users join and produce messages for authorization
and signatures through Qp-issue,Qp-join,Qmsg,Qsig,
andQreveal oracles. At end of theplay stage, the adver-
sary returns a message and two target users he does not

control and then receives messages for authorization and
a signature of the message he returned. In the guess
stage, the adversary tries to guess which of two target
users produced the message.

Experiment Expano
A (κ)

(gpk, skGM)← KeyGen(1κ);
(aux,m, i0, i1)← A(Qgpk,Qp-issue,Qp-join

Qa-issue,Qa-join,Qmsg,Qsig,Qreveal);
If (i0 /∈ U p) ∨ (i1 /∈ U p) ∨ (i0 ∈ Revs)
∨(i1 ∈ Revs) then return 0;

b
R← {0, 1},Y ←MsgGen(gpk, sec[ib], gsk[ib],

ask[ib]), σ ← Sign(m, gpk, sec[ib], gsk[ib]);
b∗ ← A(guess, σ, aux : (Qgpk,Qp-issue,Qp-join,

Qa-issue,Qa-join,Qmsg,Qsig,Qreveal));
If (i0 ∈ Revs) ∨ (i1 ∈ Revs) then return 0;
If b = b∗ then return 0;
return 0;

Definition 5.5 An AAnA scheme is secure against anony-
mity-break attacks if, for any PPT algorithmA,Pr|Expano

A (κ)

− 1
2 | is negligible in κ .

5.3 Security of the AAnA scheme

The AAnA scheme should provide both anonymous authen-
tication and anonymous authorization as well as satisfy secu-
rity requirements of a short traceable signature scheme:
misidentification, anonymity, framing.

Theorem 5.2 Under the q-SDH assumption, infeasibility of
the discrete logarithm in G1, and the semantic security of
Linear encryption, our AAnA scheme is secure provided that
the number of joined users is less than or equal to q.

Lemma 5.3 Under the q-SDH assumption, the AAnA scheme
is secure against misidentification attacks provided that the
number of joined users is less than or equal to q.

Proof Let A be an adversary which violates security against
misidentification attacks. We will show how to construct an
algorithm B which solves the one more representation prob-
lem using adversary A. Algorithm B is given SDH repre-
sentations for G = (p,G1,G2,GT , g1, g2, e) and (s, w) as

Refs = {(Al , τl , xl)}1l=1. B selects h1
R← G1, h2

R← G2

and ξ1, ξ2
R← Z

∗
p. B then sets u ← h

ξ−1
1

1 , v ← h
ξ−1

2
1 . B

simulates oracles allowed to A as follows.

– Qgpk(). Returns n and gpk = (G, s, h1, h2, u, v, w).

– Qp-issue().B increments n by one and chooses y, λ
R←

Z
∗
p. It then sets state ← state||(n, y, λ,⊥) and

tranAM← tranAM||(n,⊥).
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– Qa-issue().B chooses y�, λ
R← Z

∗
p. It then sets state

← state||(n, y, λ,⊥) and tranAM ← tranAM||
(n,⊥).

– Qp-join().B extracts y, λ from state. It chooses

A
R← G1 and τ, x

R← Z
∗
p and sets z ← τ/y, Z ←

(gx
1 s)z and B ← Aλ. It sets sec[n] ← x, gsk[n] ←

(A, τ ), ask[n] ← (B, Z). It then sets state ←
state||(n, y, λ, sec[n], gpk[n], ask[n]) and tranGM
← tranGM||(n,⊥). Also, B adds n into U p.

– Qt-join.B increments � which is a counter represent-
ing the number of SDH representations consumed. B
gets Refs� = (A�, τ�, x�) from Refs and (y�, λ)
from state. It sets z� ← τ�/y�, Z� ← (gx�

1 s)z�

and B� ← Aλ� . It then gives (sec[n] = x�, gsk[n] =
(A�, τ�), ask[n] = (Z�, B�)) toA. It then setsstate←
state||(n, y, λ, sec[n], gpk[n], ask[n]) and tranGM
← tranGM||(n,⊥). Also, B adds n into U a .

– Qmsg(i). If i /∈ U p,B returns “fail” to A. If i ∈ U p,
it simulates the algorithm MsgGen with sec[i], gsk[i],
ask[i] from state and gets messages for authorization,
Y . It then sets Msg← Msg||(i,Y ).

– Qsig(i,m).B simulates the ZP protocol with sec[i],
gsk[i] from state and gets a signature σ . It then sets
Sig← Sig||(i, σ ). It is possible for B to get the signa-
ture since the ZP protocol has a simulator. Note that the
value c selected by the simulator must be stored in the
hash oracle to allow the hash oracle to have the random
oracle property.

– Qreveal(i).B finds an entry for (i, . . . , sec[i] = xi , . . .)

from state and returns TTi = gxi
1 . It then adds i into

Revs.

Suppose (m, σ ∗1 ) is a successful output of A. B can obtain
another valid pair (m, σ ∗2 ) and can extract an SDH repre-
sentation ( Ã, τ̃ , x̃) used in signing m by using the general
forking lemma and a knowledge extractor of the ZP proto-
col, respectively.

There are two cases that B can solve the one more
SDH representation problem: First, if Open(σ, gpk, skGM) /∈
U a, Ã is not equal to any Ai of i ∈ U a . Thus, B solved
the one more SDH representation problem. Second, if∧

i∈Ua T race(σ,Reveal(i)) = 0, x̃ is not equal to any xi

of i ∈ U a . Thus, it also means that B solved the one more
SDH representation problem.

Lemma 5.4 Under the assumption of infeasibility of a dis-
crete logarithm in G1, the AAnA scheme is secure against
framing attacks.

Proof Let A be an adversary that violates security against
framing attacks. We will show how to construct an algorithm
B which solves a problem of discrete logarithm in G1 using
the adversary A. Algorithm B uses g1 and P = gρ1 ∈ G1 as

input in order to findρ. We assume that G1 is a group such that
G = (p,G1,G2,GT , g1, g2, e) is easily obtained. B selects

s
R← G1, γ

R← Z
∗
p and h2

R← G2 and sets w ← gγ2 . B then

selects ξ1, ξ2, ξ3
R← Z

∗
p and sets v ← gξ3

1 , h1 ← vξ2 , u ←
h
ξ−1

1
1 . Thus, gpk and skGM become (G, s, h1, h2, u, v, w) and
(γ, ξ1, ξ2), respectively. B simulates oracles allowed to A as
follows.

– Qgpk().B returns n and gpk.
– QskGM().B returns skGM.
– Qb-issue().B increments n by one. Since this oracle

behaves as a user, B cannot decrypt η1. Thus, it sets
state← state||(n,⊥).

– Qb-join().B extracts y, λ from state. In step (a) of

the join protocol, B selects x ′n
R← Z

∗
p and sends Pg

x ′n
1

as Xn. It then receives gsk[n] = (An, τn and ask[n] =
(Bn, Zn) from A in step (c). If this procedure is finished
successfully, it sets secn = x ′n+ρ, where ρ is unknown,
and appends (n,⊥, sec[n], gpk[n], ask[n]) to state.
Also, B adds n into U b.

– Qmsg(i). If i ∈ U b, B extracts sec[i] = x ′i +ρ, gsk[i] =
(Ai , τi ), ask[i] = (Bi , Zi ) from state. It selects

k1, k2
R← Z

∗
p and sets k ← k1τ + k2. It also sets

Y1, . . . , Y4 as follows:

Y1 ← (Pg
x ′i
1 s)k = (gρ+x ′i

1 s)k = (gxi
1 s)k,

Y2 ← e(Bk, gτ2w),Y3 ← Zk1 ,Y4 ← e(Bk2 , gτ2w).

It sets Y ← (Y1,Y2,Y3,Y4) and Msgs← Msgs||(i, Y ).
– Qsig(i,m).B extracts sec[i], gsk[i] from state and

selects α, β, t
R← Z

∗
p. It then sets T1, . . . , T5 as follows:

T1 ← uα, T2 ← vβ, T3 ← Ahα+β1 ,

T4 ← ht
2, T5 ← e(Pg

x ′i
1 , T4) = e(g

x ′i+ρ
1 , T4) = e(g1, T4)

xi .

It is possible for B to simulate the ZP protocol and to
obtain a signature σ since the ZP protocol has a sim-
ulator. Note that the value c selected by the simulator
must be stored in the hash oracle to allow the hash ora-
cle to have the random oracle property. Finally, B sets
Sig← Sig||(i, σ ).

Suppose (m, σ ∗1 , π∗1 ) is a successful output of adversary
A. There are three cases: First, if Open(σ ∗1 , gpk, skGM) ∈
U b,B can obtain another pair (m, σ ∗2 ) and extract an SDH
representation ( Ã, τ̃ , x̃) using the general forking lemma and
the knowledge extractor in the ZP protocol, respectively. If
i ∈ U b, then x̃ is equal to sec[i], such that x̃ = x ′i +ρ. Thus,
B can find ρ. Second, if

∧
i∈U b T race(σ ∗1 ,Reveal(i)) = 1,
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then B can extract an SDH representation ( Ã, τ̃ , x̃) using a
similar method to the first case. Thus, it can find ρ. Third, if
(
∧

i∈U b (i, σ ∗1 ) ∈ Sigs)∧(Claim_V eri f y(σ ∗1 , π∗1 ) = 1),B
can obtain another proofπ∗2 for σ ∗1 and extract a secret x̃ used
for claim using the general forking lemma and a subpart of the
extractor in the ZP protocol, respectively. If (i, σ ∗1 ) ∈ Sigs,
then x̃ = sec[i] = x ′i + ρ. Thus, B can find ρ.

Lemma 5.5 Under the assumption of semantic security
of Linear encryption, the AAnA scheme is secure against
anonymity-break attacks.

Proof Let A be an adversary that violates security against
anonymity. We will show how to construct an algorithm
B which breaks the semantic security of Linear encryption
using the adversary A. Algorithm B uses h1, u, v ∈ G1 as
input, a public key for Linear encryption, and B aims to break
the semantic security of this encryption scheme.

We assume that G1 is a group such that G = (p,G1,G2,

GT , g1, g2, e) is easily obtained. B selects other group public
keys (s, w, h2) and a private key of GM (γ ) such that gpk =
(G, s, h1, h2, u, v, w). B simulates oracles allowed to A as
follows.

– Qgpk().B returns n and gpk.

– Qp-issue().B increments n by one and chooses y, λ
R←

Z
∗
p. It then sets state ← state||(n, y, λ,⊥) and

tranAM ← tranAM||(n,⊥).
– Qa-issue().B chooses y�, λ

R← Z
∗
p. It then sets state

← state||(n, y, λ,⊥) and tranAM ← tranAM||
(n,⊥).

– Qp-join().B extracts y, λ from state. It chooses

A
R← G1 and τ, x

R← Z
∗
p and sets z ← τ/y, Z ←

(gx
1 s)z and B ← Aλ. It sets sec[n] ← x, gsk[n] ←

(A, τ ), ask[n] ← (B, Z). It then sets state ←
state||(n, y, λ, sec[n], gpk[n], ask[n]) and tranGM
← tranGM||(n,⊥). Also, B adds ninto U p.

– Qt-join.B increments � which is a counter represent-
ing the number of SDH representations consumed. B
gets Refs� = (A�, τ�, x�) from Refs and (y�, λ)
from state. It sets z� ← τ�/y�, Z� ← (gx�

1 s)z�

and B� ← Aλ� . It then gives (sec[n] = x�, gsk[n] =
(A�, τ�), ask[n] = (Z�, B�)) toA. It then setsstate←
state||(n, y, λ, sec[n], gpk[n], ask[n]) and tranGM
← tranGM||(n,⊥). Also, B adds n into U a .

– Qmsg(i). If i /∈ U p,B returns “fail” to A. If i ∈ U p,
it simulates the algorithm MsgGen with sec[i], gsk[i],
ask[i] from state and gets messages for authorization,
Y . It then sets Msg← Msg||(i,Y ).

– Qsig(i,m).B finds sec[i], gsk[i] from state and
encrypts Ai with the given public key (h1, u, v). The
resulting cipher text will be T1, T2, T3. B then selects

t
R← Z

∗
p and sets T4 ← ht

2, T5 ← e(g1, T4)
xi . It is pos-

sible for B to obtain the signature since the ZP protocol
has a simulator. Note that the value c selected by the sim-
ulator must be stored in the hash oracle to allow the hash
oracle to have the random oracle property. Finally, it sets
Sig← Sig||(i, σ ).

– Qreveal(i).B finds an entry for (i, . . . , sec[i] = xi , . . .)

from state and returns TTi = gxi
1 . It then adds i into

Revs.

After the play stage, if A returns i0 and i1 as a challenge
to B, it returns Ai0 and Ai1 as a challenge to the challenger
for the semantic security of Linear encryption. If B is given
the cipher text (T ′1, T ′2, T ′3) of Aib , where b is unknown, it
generates messages for authorization and a signature σ ′ con-
taining (T ′1, T ′2, T ′3) using a simulator for the ZP protocol.
The value c must be stored in a hash oracle to maintain the
random oracle property. B then gives Y and σ ′ to A. Let b′
be the output of A after the guess stage. B returns b′ to the
challenger. If A breaks the anonymity of the AAnA scheme,
it is obvious that B also breaks the semantic security.

6 Comparison and discussion

We compare our scheme with the previous schemes in terms
of efficiency and provided functions (including properties).
We also discuss authorization issues: how a user can obtain
and prove multiple authorizations and how authorization is
revoked and modified without compromising group mem-
bership.

6.1 Efficiency comparison

The short group signature scheme [4] and short traceable
signature scheme [16] will be referred to as BBS and CPY,
respectively. Three schemes of Benjumea et al. [1–3] will be
referred to as B04, B06, and B07, respectively. Camenisch
et al.’s scheme and Kwon’s scheme [20] will be referred to
as CG and K11, respectively.

We do not compare with the efficiency of B04, B06, B07,
CG, and K since they use different building blocks from those
in our scheme. We compare our scheme with the previous
schemes, BBS and CPY, in terms of the number of important
operations such as exponentiations and pairing computations
and the signature length. For comparing the number of oper-
ations at the same level, we consider bilinear maps where
all groups are multiplicative, although CPY considers both
additive groups and multiplicative groups. We did not include
pre-computable operations such as e(g1, g2), e(h1, g2), and
e(h1, w).
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Table 3 Comparison of efficiency

Signature length (bytes) BBS CPY AAnA
192 362 362 (+299)

Sign

Exponentiation 12 16

Pairing 0 1

Verify

Exponentiation 12 15

Pairing 1 3

Msg_Gen

Exponentiation na na 4

Pairing na na 2

Authorize

Exponentiation na na 0

Pairing na na 1 (max: �)

na not available

We summarize the result of comparison in Table 3. The
signature length of our scheme (referred to as AAnA) is the
same as that of CPY for anonymous authentication, while
AAnA includes additional messages for anonymous autho-
rization, resulting in the addition of 299 bytes. As the num-
ber of authorization values for a member increases, the total
message length will increase. It is possible to alleviate this
disadvantage by adjusting access control models that will be
applied to the AAnA scheme. Our scheme also has addi-
tional elements such as message generation (‘Msg_Gen’)
and “authorize” for anonymous authorization. In Table 3,
“Exponentiation,” “Pairing,” and � mean exponentiations,
pairing computations, and the number of authorizations in
AL , respectively. In pairing computations of “Authorize,”
� is the maximum value since a verifier (e.g., SP) evaluates
all authorization values in AL .

While the number of operations in our scheme is larger and
the lengths of total messages including the signature and mes-
sages for authorization is longer than the previous schemes,
our scheme provides anonymous authorization with all func-
tions provided by the previous schemes.

6.2 Function comparison

We compare our scheme with the previous schemes, BBS,
CPY, B04, B06, B07, CG, Idemix, U-Prove, and K11, in
terms of provided security functions including properties
(traceability and unlinkability): anonymity, authentication,
authorization, and separation of authority.

Recall Table 1. BBS and CPY were proposed for pro-
viding anonymity for signers with traceability. These signa-
ture schemes can be used for anonymous authentication. Our
scheme based on CPY provides additional functions, anony-
mous fine-grained authorization, and conditional traceability

in terms of the separation of authorities, as well as all func-
tions of BBS and CPY. Although we do not consider the
X.509 framework, an anonymous user in our scheme needs
only a single group certificate and an attribute certificate if
the X. 509 framework is applied to our scheme. The attribute
certificate related to the group certificate includes all general
authorization values. Basically, B04, U-Prove, and K11 did
not provide unlinkability and are able to do so only in the case
that a user obtains multiple certificates. The original B04,
B06, B07, and K11 did not provide fine-grained authoriza-
tion, unless a user belongs to multiple groups or obtains mul-
tiple certificates. On the other hand, CG, Idemix and U-Prove
provide fine-grained authorization services through multiple
attributes in an anonymous credential and useful proofs about
attributes which can be selectively disclosed. Since a user
can obtain multiple authorization values related to the corre-
sponding multiple authorizations in the AAnA scheme, it is
easy to provide AND and OR proofs, but it is difficult to pro-
vide NOT proof about a specific authorization. B04 and B06
cannot prevent a user from forging his/her attributes since it
is impossible for service providers to verify whether those
attribute certificates indeed belong to a specific user. In B07,
CG, Idemix, U-Prove, and K11, an anonymous user cannot
forge his/her attributes without forging group membership
or credential. B04, B06, B07, and K11 provide authoriza-
tion revocation, but membership or identity certificate revo-
cation is required for authorization revocation. Anonymous
authorization services with an anonymous credential system
in CG, Idemix, and U-Prove do not provide authorization
revocation and update without credential revocation since
all attribute values are encoded in one credential. Thus, the
previous schemes provide security functions and properties
partially, while our scheme provides all functions and prop-
erties simultaneously.

6.3 Authorization issues

In general computer systems, multiple users can have the
same authorization, and one user can have multiple autho-
rizations. For the first case, our scheme enables users who
have the same authorization to share the same authorization
value and to use it without revealing their real identity. In
addition, it is possible to apply various access control mod-
els to our scheme since it uses a random value as an autho-
rization value. For example, in a role-based access control
model, different random values may be utilized for different
roles.

For the latter case, we show how to issue multiple autho-
rizations for a user i . AM first issues multiple authorization
values λ j , . . . , λk to the user i . GM can issue an authoriza-
tion secret apk[i] containing multiple Bs such that apk[i] =
(Zi , B j

i , . . . , Bk
i ). The user i can generate multiple messages

Y2 and Y4 according to the algorithm MsgGen in Sect. 4.3.1,
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while a SP can verify multiple authorizations for the user i
according to the algorithm Authorize in Sect. 4.3.4. Note
that the process for signing and the signature length are
unchanged. For example, suppose a user i has two autho-
rizations of which the indexes are 1 and 2, respectively, so
that B1

i = Aλ1
i and B2

i = Aλ2
i . The user i computes Y1 =

(gx
1 s)k,Y 1

2 = e((B1
i )

k, gτi
2 w),Y 2

2 = e((B2
i )

k, gτi
2 w),Y3 =

Zk1
i and Y 1

4 = e((B1
i )

k2 , gτi
2 w),Y 2

4 = e((B2
i )

k2 , gτi
2 w) and

generates Y = (1, 2,Y1,Y 1
2 ,Y 2

2 ,Y3,Y 1
4 ,Y 2

4 ). SP can ver-

ify its authorizations by verifying e(Y1, gλ1
2 )

?= Y 1
2 and

e(Y1, gλ2
2 )

?= Y 2
2 . When a user wants to obtain a different

authorization, the same process can be performed.
We then consider a case when the modification of autho-

rization for a user is needed. In this case, there are four kinds
of situations: changing to a wider scope of authorization,
changing to a narrower scope of authorization, changing to a
completely different authorization, and revocation of autho-
rization. For the first situation, a user can modify his/her
own authorization using the above process without reissuing
membership. On the other hand, in the last three situations,
the AAnA scheme should prevent the user from using the pre-
vious authorization. For this purpose, our scheme can revoke
the user’s membership when the modification of authoriza-
tion is needed. However, such a method will create unneces-
sary overheads. We thus introduce a new method to revoke
the previous authorization without membership revocation.

If there are multiple AMs, each AM publishes a Authoriza-
tion Revocation List (ARL) containing authorization revo-
cation values for members whose authorization is revoked
according to each authorization in AUTH.

ARLAM =
{
(1 : gλ1 yθ

2 , gλ1 yυ
2 , . . .), . . . , (� : gλ�yι

2 , g
λ�yρ
2 , . . .)

}
,

where θ, υ, ι, ρ ∈ I D, and g
λ j τi
1 is the j th authorization

revocation value for a member i . The list ARL is given to all
verifiers (SPs). Each verifier can use this list in order to deter-
mine whether a member exploits the revoked authorization
for obtaining better service. Thus, the SP checks whether
the member exploits the revoked authorization using Y , the
corresponding index and all values of the index in the ARL.

Suppose authorization of member i is changed from the
seventh authorization to the fourth authorization, a narrower
authorization. Let apk[i] = (Zi , Bλ7

i ) be the old authoriza-

tion secret and apk′[i] = (Zi , B ′i = Aλ4
i ) a new autho-

rization secret issued to member i . Now, the authorization
revocation value gλ7 yi

2 is added to the list ARL such that

ARL = {. . . , (7 : . . . , gλ7 yi
2 , . . .), · · · }. Suppose the member

generates messages for anonymous authorization using the
old apk[i]. SP verifies a signature and authorization of mem-
ber i using the algorithm Verify and Authorize, respectively.
SP now can determine that the member i has the seventh
authorization. SP then checks Y2/Y4

?= e(g
λ7 yρ
2 ) for all val-

ues relevant to the seventh authorization in ARL, where ρ is
the identification of one of members whose seventh autho-
rization is revoked. SP thus can detect that the member i
misuses the revoked authorization as follows:

Y2/Y4 = e(Bk
i , gτ2w)/e(B

k1
i , gτ2w)

= e((gxi
1 s)k1τi+k2 , gλ7

2 )/e((g
xi
1 s)k2 , gλ7

2 )

= e((gxi
1 s)k1τi , g

λ j
2 ) = e((gxi

1 s)k1zi yi , g
λ j
2 )

= e((gxi
1 s)k1zi , g

λ j yi
2 )

?= e(Y3, g
λ j yi
2 ).

Therefore, it is possible to revoke or modify authorization
of a member without membership revocation or affecting
the anonymity of the member since ARL does not reveal the
user’s pseudonym y, part of one of group membership secret,
τ = yz.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose the AAnA scheme by utilizing
the short traceable signature [16]. The AAnA scheme satis-
fies all the goals described in Sect. 1.2. It is also possible to
apply various access control models to the AAnA scheme by
assigning a random value to each authorization. We prove
the security of the proposed scheme and compare it with
previous methods in terms of efficiency and security func-
tions. We believe the proposed scheme is useful for various
applications that require both anonymous authentication and
fine-grained authorization.

We leave a study of access control models suitable for
the proposed scheme as promising future work. It would
be considerable and comparable to apply forward secure
identity-based signature schemes, for instance [26], to using
pseudonyms and traceability.
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